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This chapter provides an overview of agriculture in Ventura County, including the conditions that provide
a conducive growing environment, crop patterns and production characteristics, economic impacts and
benefits, and policies and programs that affect agriculture.
e. This chapter includes the following sections:

&
&
&

Agricultural Resources (Section 9.1)
Agricultural Production (Section 9.2)
Agricultural Policies and Programs (Section 9.3)

This section describes resources in Ventura County that create a conducive environment for crop
production including suitable soil types, access to water, and farmland classification.

&

Approximately 65 percent of soil types within Ventura County are suitable for agricultural
production.

&

According to the 2013 Ventura County Water Supply and Demand Report, the total demand for
water used solely for agricultural irrigation decreased by approximately 34,000 acre feet (AF) or
11.75 percent between 1992 and 2013.

&

Between 2004 and 2016, land designated as Prime Farmland decreased by 6,216 acres or 13.17
percent, and land designated as Farmland of Statewide Importance decreased by 1,987 acres or
5.68 percent.

&

Approximately 430,000 acres (77 percent) of land designated as part of the Important Farmland
Land Program by the Department of Conservation is in the unincorporated county. The remaining
126,000 acres (23 percent) of land is within incorporated cities.

&

As of 2016, the California Department of Conservation Farmland Mapping and Monitoring
Program identified approximately 197,859 acres of Grazing Land in Ventura County.
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The classification of soils and their distribution in Ventura County reflect the diversity of the geography
and terrain. The attributes of soil types vary with respect to texture, drainage qualities, and composition.
The National Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) within the United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) oversees the organization and classification of these soils. The soil classifications are
combined into soil associations to create a more clear and concise overview. The soil associations are
based on NRCS soil types as identified by the University of California Cooperative Extension. The
University of California has identified 14 soil associations within the county, each composed of minor
and major soil classifications. The soil associations are grouped based on slope and elevation since both
factors dictate the types of commodities that can be grown in specific regions. Table 9-1 shows the 14
associations in the ascending order of slope and elevation, including the percent of the county comprising
the association.
TABLE 9-1
SOIL ASSOCIATIONS
Ventura County

#

Soil Association

.
/
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
...
./
.0
.1
APTEM

ETNZ*BP_e*7YLNL[L
BZNSZ ¯ GZ]]PY_Z * =L]]P_^ZY
9LXL]TWWZ ¯ >`PYPXP * ELNSPNZ
FTaP]bL^S ¯ GLYOd 7WW`aTLW ALYO ¯ 9ZL^_LW 8PLNSP^
FTYNZY ¯ >`P]S`P]Z * 7e`WP
DULT ¯ GZ]]PY_Z) >PLad JL]TLY_
GLY 8PYT_Z ¯ CLNTPXPY_Z * ATYYP
9L^_LTN ¯ 8LWNZX * GL`RL^
9LWWPR`L^ ¯ 7]YZWO
=LeP^ ¯ GLTY_ A`NTL
BTWW^SZWX ¯ BLWTM` * AZ^ D^Z^
GP^[P*AZOZ
GPOTXPY_L]d FZNV ALYO ¯ =LaTZ_L 7^^ZNTL_TZY
>LXM]TRS_* ?RYPZ`^ FZNV ALYO * =TW]Zd

Slope
Variation
-$ * 6$
-$ * 6$
-$ * /$
-$ * 2$
-$ * 0-$
-$ * 0-$
6$ * 42$
6$ * 42$
6$ * 2-$
.2$ * 42$
6$ * 42$
.2$ * 42$
.2$ * 40$
6$ * 42$

Elevation
Range
/2*.)--- QPP_
/2*.)4-- QPP_
/2*/2- QPP_
GPL APaPW*5-- QPP_
.--*2-- QPP_
/2*.)4-- QPP_
.--*/)--- QPP_
2--*/)2-- QPP_
.--*/)/-- QPP_
.--*/)2-- QPP_
.--*/)2-- QPP_
0--*/)--- QPP_
.--*/)2-- QPP_
.--*0)--- QPP_

Percent of
County
4$
.1$
5$
1$
2$
/$
.2$
5$
6$
0$
3$
1$
3$
6$
+**$

I[a^PR4 KZVbR^_V`e [S 9NXVS[^ZVN 9[[\R^N`VbR <d`RZ_V[Z4 7T^VPaX`a^R NZQ EN`a^NX HR_[a^PR_ LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e( -+,1*

Approximately 65 percent of the soil associations in the county have the capacity to produce varying
amounts and types of agricultural commodities. Typically, gentler slopes can produce the largest crop
variety including strawberries, irrigated vegetables, row crops, and citrus. The steeper the elevation, the
more rooted the crops must be, which tends to favor tree nuts, avocados, and citrus crops. The remaining
35 percent of soil associations in the county either cannot support agricultural production due to slope,
soil composition, access to water, and elevation, or the capacity for production is minimal. Figure 9-1
depicts the general location of the soil associations in the county. The color scale provided illustrates the
fertility of the soil with the lighter shades representing soils which are most likely to result in crop
production, and the darker shades of the colors being less likely to sustain agricultural production.
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The most fertile soil association is Pico-Metz-Anacapa. This association accounts for seven percent of the
soils in the county, and is generally located in temperate climates near the coast, with an average soil
depth of 60 inches or more. The Pico
co-Metz-Anacapa Association has a shallow slope no greater than nine
percent, allowing water to percolate into the ground easier, unlike areas with steep terrain, which can
induce excessive runoff. Similar to Pico-Metz-Anacapa, the Mocho-Sorrento-Garretson Association
yields a majority of agricultural products, spanning 14 percent of the county. Mocho-Sorrento-Garretson
Association is a well-drained soil, with 60 inches or more in soil depth. This soils location is generally not
far from the coastline, providing a temperate climate between 60t62 degrees Fahrenheit on average.
In contrast, the Riverwash-Sandy Alluvial Land-Coastal Beaches and Sedimentary Rock Land-Gaviota
soil associations are the least productive, noted to have limited, to no capacity in sustaining agricultural
production. The Riverwash Soil Association accounts for four percent of the soil in the county and is
primarily located directly adjacent to the Pacific Ocean. The association is not suited for production due
to the high concentration of salt water intrusion and sandy composition, lowering the necessary mineral,
and chemicals to sustain crop production.

The California Department of Conservation established the Important Farmland Mapping and Monitoring
Program (FMMP) in 1982 in response to the lack of data on agricultural land, grazing land, and
developed areas. The intent of the program is to provide data and maps of the status of farmland in
?Xc`]fie`X* n_\e gcXee`e^ ]fi k_\ jkXk\wj X^i`ZlckliXc i\jfliZ\j, Ee i\jgfej\ kf k_\ e\\[ f] k_`j Zi`k`ZXc
data, the State enacted Government Code 65570 which requires a biennial report to the State Legislature
outlining the conversion rates of farmland. In addition to the report, the Department of Conservation
prepared an automated database system to track, report, and record farmland conversions.
The most recent data (2016) from the California Department of Conservation Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program (FMMP) inventoried over 555,000 acres of land in Ventura County, classifying over
118,000 acres of land as Important Farmland. Over 430,000 of the acres inventoried are in the
unincorporated county, while the remaining 126,000 acres are part of incorporated cities. FMMP
classifies land into five agricultural categories (Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance,
Unique Farmland, Farmland of Local Importance, and Grazing Land) and three non-agricultural
categories (Urban and Built-up Land, Other Land, Water). Four of the five agricultural categories
(excluding Grazing Land) are considered important farmland due to soil temperature range, permeability
rate, acid-alkali balance, moisture regime, proximity to water sources, water capacity, and climate. The
fifth category, grazing land, contains vegetation suitable for livestock grazing. Below are the categories
and definitions used by both the FMMP and Ventura County.
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Prime Farmland: Has the best combination of physical and chemical features able to sustain
long-term agricultural production. This land has the soil quality, growing season, and moisture
supply needed to produce sustained high yields. Prime Farmland must have been used for irrigated
agricultural production at some time during the four years prior to the mapping date.

&

Farmland of Statewide Importance: Similar to Prime Farmland but with minor shortcomings,
such as greater slopes and less ability to store soil moisture. Land must have been used for
irrigated agricultural production at some time during the four years prior to the mapping date.

&

Unique Farmland: ?fej`jkj f] c\jj\i hlXc`kp jf`cj lj\[ ]fi k_\ gif[lZk`fe f] k_\ OkXk\wj c\X[`e^
agricultural crops. This land is usually irrigated, but may include non-irrigated orchards or
vineyards as found in come climatic zones in California. Land must have been cropped at some
time during the four years prior to the mapping date.

&

Farmland of Local Importance: Consists of local soils that are listed as Prime or Statewide
Importance that are not irrigated, and soils growing dryland crops (i.e. beans, grain, dryland
walnuts, or dryland apricots).

&
&

Grazing Land: Land on which the existing vegetation is suited to the grazing of livestock.

&

Other Land: Is not included in any other mapping category. Common examples include low
density rural residential developments, brush, timber, wetland, and riparian area not suitable for
livestock grazing, confined livestock, poultry, or aquaculture facilities, strip mines borrow pits,
and water bodies smaller than 40 acres. Vacant and non-agricultural land surrounded by urban
development and greater than 40 acres is mapped as other land.

&

Water: Consists of perennial water bodies at least 40 acres in size.

Urban and Built-up Land: Land occupied by structures with a building density of at least 1 unit
per 1.5 acres, or approximately 6 structures to a 10-acre parcel. Common examples include
residential, industrial, commercial, institutional facilities, cemeteries, airports, golf courses,
sanitary landfills, sewage treatment, and water control structures.

The distribution of Important Farmland in Ventura County is shown in Figure 9-2. Prime Farmland is
primarily located on the valley floor, stretching from the Pacific Ocean to Piru. The highest concentration
is along the Highway 126 corridor from Ventura to Santa Paula and from Santa Paula to the Los Angeles
County line. Farmland of Statewide Importance is distributed throughout the county in large swaths
around Ventura, Oxnard, Port Hueneme, Camarillo, Fillmore, and Ojai. Lesser value farmland categories
are located on the fringe of the valley, while grazing land covers much of the foothills from Lake Casitas
and Lake Piru south to the communities of Thousand Oaks and Simi Valley along the Los Angeles
County line.
The FMMP classifies 118,508 acres of land in Ventura County as Prime, Farmland of Statewide
Importance, Unique, or Farmland of Local Importance. Of that total, 35 percent or 40,976 acres, is
designated Prime Farmland, as shown in Table 9-2.1

1

Small data discrepancies exist between the Department of Conservation GIS shapefiles and excel summary
document, but the discrepancies are insignificant.
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TABLE 9-2
IMPORTANT FARMLAND, 2016

Land Use Category

Ventura County
Percentage
of Total
Acres
Land

Percentage
of Ag Land

Percentage
of Important
Farmland

E]TXP <L]XWLYO
<L]XWLYO ZQ G_L_PbTOP ?X[Z]_LYNP
IYT\`P <L]XWLYO
<L]XWLYO ZQ AZNLW ?X[Z]_LYNP
9NQPRTEOT 8ERNMEOH APTEM(
=]LeTYR ALYO
7R]TN`W_`]LW ALYO G`M_Z_LW

1-)643
0/)66/
/5)62.2)26++2'/*2
.64)526
-+0'-01

4$
3$
2$
0$
,+$
03$
24$

.0$
.-$
6$
2$
-1$
30$
C,7

02$
/5$
/1$
.0$
+**$
C,7

I]MLY LYO 8`TW_*I[ ALYO
D_SP] ALYO
KL_P]
APTEM

.-2)633
./6)355
0)605
///'3/3

.6$
/0$
.$
+**$

C,7
C,7
C,7
C,7

C,7
C,7
C,7
C,7

C,7

I[a^PR4 9NXVS[^ZVN ;R\N^`YRZ` [S 9[Z_R^bN`V[Z =N^YXNZQ DN\\VZT NZQ D[ZV`[^VZT G^[T^NY( -+,1
E[`R'4 @Y\[^`NZ` =N^YXNZQ ^RP[TZVfRQ Oe `UR =N^YXNZQ DN\\VZT NZQ D[ZV`[^VZT G^[T^NY VZPXaQR_ G^VYR =N^YXNZQ(
=N^YXNZQ [S I`N`RcVQR @Y\[^`NZPR( KZV]aR =N^YXNZQ( NZQ =N^YXNZQ [S C[PNX @Y\[^`NZPR
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Between 2004 and 2012 over 6,000 acres of Prime Farmland were converted to numerous categories, both
agricultural and non-agricultural. Prime Farmland conversion rates reached record lows in the 2014-2016
cycle, with 167 acres converted (see Figure 9-3). The Department of Conservation provided the following
explanations for the conversions:

&

Irrigated Farmland to Urban Land (2 changes): Rancho Campana High School (~30 acres) in
Camarillo and addition of 15 acres of housing to the southwest of Santa Paula at the intersection of
Foothill and Pine Roads.

&

Non-Irrigated Farmland and Other Land to Urban Land (18 changes): These conversions
were primarily due to new home construction. Leading the way was Moorpark with six additions
of new homes, totaling 70 acres. Next was Oxnard which saw the addition of approximately 50
acres of new homes in the Riverpark development. Similarly, Camarillo added approximately 50
acres of new homes. Smaller-scale additions of new homes occurred in Ventura (~20 acres), Simi
Valley (~15 acres), Fillmore (~15 acres), and Thousand Oaks (~10 acres).

&

Irrigated Farmland to Non-Irrigated Land Uses (28 changes): This is land previously indicated
as irrigated farmland or irrigated or non-irrigated fields that was left fallow for three or more
cycles. The areas that showed the most conversion from irrigated farmland were Moorpark (6
changes) and Santa Paula (6 changes). The majority of the conversions were for 20 acres or less.
The largest conversion to non-irrigated land uses was for 60 acres and occurred nearby Moorpark.
These formerly irrigated lands will be converted to Farmland of Local Importance if they are on
high quality soils, as determined by the USDA, or to Grazing Land if on lesser quality soils.

&

Irrigated Farmland to Other Land (6 changes): These conversions were primarily due to the
delineation of rural commercial uses, ranchettes, and farmsteads. One conversion was due to an
area of former irrigated farmland that had been fallow for three updates and had been graded for
development. These changes were generally between 10-20 acres in size.

&

Non-Irrigated Land Uses and Other Land to Irrigated Farmland (30 changes): Additions of
irrigated farmland were primarily due to new irrigated orchards such as citrus and avocados along
with a few additions of row crops and nurseries. The most numerous additions of irrigated
farmland were seen in Moorpark (11 changes) and Piru (7 changes). The majority of the additions
of irrigated farmland made this update were for less than 20 acres. However, there were three
notable additions that were for 50 acres or more. First, an addition of orchards (~90 acres), likely
citrus or avocado, was made to the northeast of Santa Paula. Next, approximately 70 acres of citrus
orchards were an addition in the Upper Ojai Valley. Finally, new orchards (~50 acres), likely
citrus or avocado, were in evidence to the east of Fillmore near Sulphur Mountain.
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Grazing Land conversion rates have been relatively steady from 2004 to 2016, with a 228-acre loss over
this period. The 2014-2016 Department of Conservation Farmland Conversion Report noted 832 acres of
Grazing Land being converted, with approximately 658 acres being converted to Important Farmland.
This trend can be attributed to previously fallow fields having the necessary irrigation infrastructure to
sustain agriculture. As of 2016, the California Department of Conservation Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program identified approximately 197,859 acres of Grazing Land in Ventura County. Table
9-3 summarizes the changes in land usage for the 2004-2016 period based on the biennial Farmland
Conversion Reports. The amount of Important Farmland declined by approximately 7.5 percent between
2004 and 2016. The only categories that increased in acreage were Urban and Built-up (approximately 4.0
percent) and Other Land (4.6 percent), as shown in Figure 9-3. Tables from each of the 2004-2016
reporting periods can be found in Appendix 9.A (Table 9.A-1 through Table 9.A-6).
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TABLE 9-3
IMPORTANT FARMLAND CHANGES, 2004-2014
Ventura County

Land Use Category
E]TXP <L]XWLYO
<L]XWLYO ZQ G_L_PbTOP ?X[Z]_LYNP
IYT\`P <L]XWLYO
<L]XWLYO ZQ AZNLW ?X[Z]_LYNP
9NQPRTEOT 8ERNMEOH APTEM(
=]LeTYR ALYO
I]MLY LYO 8`TW_*I[ ALYO
D_SP] ALYO
KL_P]
APTEM

2004
Acres
14).6/
01)646

2016
Acres
1-)643
0/)66/

/6)-42
.3)5.2
+,2'*0+
.65)-54
.-.)51.
./1)-/0
0)606
///'3/+

/5)62.2)26++2'/*2
.64)526
.-2)633
./6)355
0)605
///'3/3

2004-2016
Change
(Acres)
*3)/.3

Percent
Change
*.0+.4$

*.)654

*2+35$

*./2
*.)//2
*6)220
*//5
1)./2
2)332
*.

*-+10$
*4+/6$
(1).0$
*-+./$
1+-2$
1+24$
**
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E[`R'4 @Y\[^`NZ` =N^YXNZQ ^RP[TZVfRQ Oe `UR =N^YXNZQ DN\\VZT G^[T^NY VZPXaQR_4 G^VYR =N^YXNZQ( =N^YXNZQ [S
I`N`RcVQR @Y\[^`NZPR( KZV]aR =N^YXNZQ( =N^YXNZQ [S C[PNX @Y\[^`NZPR
E[`R''4 @Y\[^`NZ` =N^YXNZQ NP^RNTR_ \^[bVQRQ VZPXaQR O[`U VZP[^\[^N`RQ NZQ aZVZP[^\[^N`RQ XNZQ( RdPXaQVZT NXX XNZQ
VZ `UR C[_ GNQ^R_ EN`V[ZNX =[^R_`
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Figure 9-5 summarizes the changes in Important Farmland from 1984 to 2016. As shown, almost all
Important Farmland categories have been on the decline over the 30-year period. Unique Farmland was
the only Important Farmland category that has continued to increase, with 22,900 acres in 1984 and
28,700 acres in 2016. Prime Farmland decreased approximately 16,000 acres. The reduction of farmland
can be attributed to the increase in urbanization in the mid to late 1980s, and again in the mid-1990s.
Urban and Built-up Land increased over 28,000 acres during this period. Important Farmland Conversion
Data from 1984-2012 can be found in Appendix 9.A (see Table 9.A-7).
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Water is crucial to agricultural production, and its availability and source of supply vary depending on
location. According to the Ventura County 2013 Water Supply and Demand Report, agricultural water
demand accounts for approximately 57.3 percent or 255,300 AF of total water use in the county,
compared to 42.7 percent for municipal and industrial uses. This was a 10.7 percent decrease (34,000 AF)
in water demand for agriculture since 1992, when 68 percent (289,300 AF) was used for agricultural
irrigation. In contrast, the total water demand for municipal and industrial uses increased by 10.7 percent
from 1992 to 2013 in part due to increased urbanization and population in the county. Figure 9-6 shows
the types (e.g., groundwater, surface water, recycled water, imported water) and distribution of water
sources used for agricultural irrigation in 2013.
The high demand for water can be attributed to crop types in the county that are considered water
intensive to sustain production. Table 9-4 outlines the amount of water needed for a select group of crops
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in Ventura County. Most water used for agriculture in Ventura County is extracted from three watersheds:
Ventura River, Calleguas Creek, and Santa Clara River (see Figure 9-7).
).
TABLE 9-4
WATER USE BY CROP TYPE, 2014
Ventura County
Acre
Gallons
Feet of
of H2O
H2O per
per lb. of
lb. of
food
food

Most
Water
Intensive
Foods

Gallons
of H2O
per lb. of
food

Medium
Water
Intensive
Foods
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KLWY`_^
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7[]TNZ_^(
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.4-
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52

..4
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Less Water
Intensive
Foods

Gallons
of H2O
per lb. of
food
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13
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H2O
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The Integrated Water Flow Model (IWFM) Demand Calculator (IDC) divides the county into nine
subregions to calculate and analyze moisture zones, evapotranspiration, precipitation, soil characteristics
and water demand (Figure 9-7). IDC calculations are based on the estimates for specific crop irrigation,
climate trends, prior water usage, and population projections. In 2013, the IDC projected water demand
by subregion (Table 9-5). The Santa Clara River Subregion was projected to have the highest total
agricultural demand (at approximately 114,919 AF). The Calleguas Creek and Ventura River Subregions
round out the top three, with projected demand of 112,701 AF and 11,745 AF, respectively. The Hall
Canyon/Arundell and South Coast Subregions registered the lowest agricultural water demand of 815 AF
and 86 AF, respectively. This result can be attributed to the fact that these areas have very limited
amounts of agricultural land.
Ventura County actively continues to use surface water for in-stream and environmental uses. The intent
is to minimize surface flow rates to protect and maintain habitats for local wildlife, fish, riparian habitats,
and reptiles. According to the Ventura County 2013 Water Supply Demand Report, the following are
existing in-stream and environmental uses of surface water:

&

United Water Conservation District Freeman Diversion on the Santa Clara River provides bypass
flows for migration of steelhead trout.

&

City of Thousand Oaks surface water diversion on Conejo Creek in the Calleguas Creek watershed
provides bypass flows for the protection of fish, wildlife, southwestern pond turtles, and riparian
habitat and vegetation.

&

Casitas Municipal Water District Robles Diversion on the Ventura River provides bypass flows for
migration of steelhead trout.

&

Additionally, the City of Ventura Foster Park well extracts shallow groundwater that is connected
to the Ventura River. A draft biological opinion recommends restricting pumping in the Foster
Park well field to prevent Ventura River flows from falling below 11-12 cubic feet per second.
TABLE 9-5
PROJECTED WATER DEMAND BY SUBREGION
Ventura County
2013

Sub region

Total Agricultural
Demand
(Acre-Feet)
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.)515
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In 2013, the actual water demand for agriculture was lower than the IDC demand projections. For
example, the Santa Clara River Watershed, which contains the most agricultural land requiring
groundwater for irrigation, accounted for a demand of 90,000 AF. This was lower than the anticipated
114,000 AF projection, due to increased urbanization in the watershed area. In the Santa Clara River
Watershed, surface water is also used, but with a relatively small demand of 8,000 AF.
Over the past decade encroachment from urban development has begun to reduce the amount of water
extraction for agricultural irrigation. The Calleguas Creek Watershed, like the Santa Clara River
Watershed, supplies most of groundwater to agricultural operations with a demand of 88,000 AF. Users
within the Calleguas Creek Watershed also use recycled water (10,700 AF), surface water (5,800 AF),
and imported water (5,500 AF) for irrigation. Imported water is provided by the State Water Project
through the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, which distributes water throughout
Ventura County.

The Farmland Protection and Policy Act (FPPA), 7 U.S.C. 4201, was enacted in 1981 to minimize the
loss of prime and unique farmlands as a result of Federal actions by converting these lands to
nonagricultural uses. It assures that federal programs are compatible with state and local governments,
and private programs and policies to protect farmland. Federal agencies that authorize actions that result
in the conversion of prime or unique farmland not already committed to urban development or water
storage are responsible for compliance with the FPPA. Compliance is to be coordinated with the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS).

This statute requires the Department of Conservation to collect or acquire information on the amount of
land converted to or from agricultural use for every mapped county in California and to report this
information to the Legislature. This report is due biennially (every two years) on or before June 30 of
every even-numbered year and includes the Important Farmland Inventory data. This statute requires the
Department of Conservation to update and send copies to the counties throughout the state of current
farmland maps by August 1 of each even-numbered year. Counties have the option to review the maps
and notify the Department of any changes in agricultural land and request correction of any discrepancies
or errors in the classification of agricultural lands on the maps. The statute also provides that the
Department of Conservation may acquire supplemental information from new soil surveys and establish
comparable baseline data for counties not included in the original 1984 mapping.
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The General Plan covers agricultural resources in Chapter 1, Resources. Sections 1.6 and 3.2 include
goals, policies, and programs related to agricultural resources. The following Area Plans also contain
applicable goals and policies related to agricultural resources:

&
&
&
&
&
&
&

Coastal Area Plan;
El Rio/Del Norte Area Plan;
North Ventura Avenue Area Plan;
Ojai Valley Area Plan;
Piru Area Plan;
Saticoy Area Plan; and
Lake Sherwood/Hidden Valley Area Plan.

The Initial Study Assessment Guidelines include criteria for evaluating environmental impacts for
agricultural resources. These can be found in Section 5a. Agricultural Resources-Soils and Section 5b.
Agricultural Resources-Land Use Incompatibility.

The Non-Coastal Zoning Ordinance regulates agricultural resources through Section 8104-1 Open
Space/Agricultural Zones.

The Coastal Zoning Ordinance regulates agricultural resources through Section 8173-2 Coastal
Agricultural (CA) Zone.

AF. Acre-feet
Alluvial. Sediment deposited by flowing water, such as in a riverbed.
IDC. Integrated Water Flow Model Demand Calculator
Groundwater. Water that occurs beneath the land surface and completely fills all pore spaces of the
alluvium or rock formation in which it is located.
Hydrological. The distribution and cycle of surface and underground water.
Soil Association. A group of soils associated with one or more classifications and which occur in a
predictable pattern.
Surface Water. Water that collects on the surface of the ground.
Watershed. A land area that drains to a common waterway, such as a stream, lake, or other water body.
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This section summarizes agricultural production in Ventura County, including commodities produced,
market value, the farm characteristics, including the number of farms, the size of farming operations, and
the types of farm operators. This section also addresses organic farming, commodity values and trends,
and the potential for an expanded food processing sector.

&

Ventura County is the eighth largest agricultural producing county in the State, with over 95
varieties of crops and 2,150 farms totaling over 281,000 acres.

&

The average farm size in 2012 was 131 acres, which represents a 21 percent increase from 2007,
when the average farm size was 106 acres.

Ventura County ranked eighth among California counties in total crop value in 2015, according to the
compilation by the California Department of Food and Agriculture of the California County Agricultural
?fdd`jj`fe\iwj XeelXc Zifg Xe[ c`m\jkfZb i\gfikj. The most recent national data ranked Ventura County
eleventh among all crop producing counties in the United States. Ventura County has a temperate climate
with warm wet winters and calm, hot dry summers that support fertile soils and a wide diversity in
commodity production, including strawberries, celery, lemons, raspberries, avocados, nursery stock,
tomatoes, peppers, cut flowers and kale. The areas that sustain growth of agricultural commodities have a
broad range of characteristics. For example, berry production requires a temperate moist climate, so most
strawberry production is found close to the coast, surrounding the cities of Ventura, Oxnard, Camarillo,
and Port Hueneme. The climate tends to be dryer and warmer further from the coast, favoring citrus
crops. Specifically, the Highway 126 and 150 corridors are prime areas for citrus growth. The fertile soil
combined with ideal temperate seasonal temperatures allow lemons, oranges, and mandarins to thrive.
Some commodity types such as avocados and nursery stock can sustain growth in a variety of climate
regions, allowing them to flourish countywide primarily on well-drained hillsides.

R\ekliX ?flekpwj X^i`ZlckliXc j\Zkfi j\im\j Xj fe\ f] `kj c\X[`e^ \Zfefd`Z [i`m\ij, P_\ K]]`Z\ f] k_\
Agricultural Commissioner for Ventura County provides annual reports detailing the leading crops in
production for the given year, including the gross value of commodities produced. The most recent Crop
and Livestock Report for Ventura County is for 2015 and was published in 2016. The report highlights
eight sectors of the agricultural economy, grouped into crop types:

&
&
&
&
&

Fruit and Nut Crops
Vegetable Crops
Livestock and Poultry
Apiary Products
Nursery Stock
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&
&

Cut Flowers
Field Crops
Sustainable Agriculture
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Farms in Ventura County generated over $2.1 billion in agricultural products in 2015 (Table 9-6),
although farmers may or may not earn a profit in any year. Fruit and nut crops had the highest gross value
in 2015, at approximately $1.3 billion. Horticultural products, which include the nursery and cut flower
industry, increased in value but continue to fall short of values prior to the 2004-2008 recession which
exceeded $300 million annually. In 2015, field and vegetable crops experienced an increase of 4.5 percent
over the past year. The decrease in crop values from 2013 to 2014 can be attributed to the drought in
California. Ventura County only recorded 5.42 inches of rain in 2014, k_\ Zflekpwj second lowest
recorded total rainfall since 1930.
TABLE 9-6
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCT SALES TRENDS, 2010-2014
Ventura County

Total
Aggregate Value*

Year

Field Crops and
Vegetables

Fruits
and Tree Nuts

Horticulture

/-.-

#.)526).2.)---

#202)603)---

#.)-52)344)---

#//4)1-2)---

/-..

#.)511)/3-)---

#16.)6.4)---

#.)./1)53-)---

#/.3)-.-)---

/-./

#.)630)465)---

#13/)44.)---

#.)/21)26/)---

#/00).5-)---

/-.0

#/)-61)6.2)---

#236).63)---

#.)/5-)/41)---

#/00)635)---

/-.1

#/).04)--0)---

#226)-0.)---

#.)005)--1)---

#//5)..1)---

/-.2

#/).65)222)---

#251)/6.)---

#.)024).-.)---

#/11)006)---

/+50$

-+52$

1+/4$

-+-3$

/-.-*/-.1 97=F

.

/-.-*/-.2 9SLYRP
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Figure 9-8 and Table 9-7 show the market value of agricultural products sold in Ventura County between
2005 and 2015, based on information collected by the Ventura County Agricultural Commissioner.
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TABLE 9-7
MARKET VALUE OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS SOLD, 2005-2015
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As part of the Ventura County Crop and Livestock Report, t_\ =^i`ZlckliXc ?fdd`jj`fe\iwj K]]`Z\
identifies the 10 highest grossing commodities (Table 9-8) in the county.
The estimated gross value for Ventura County agriculture for 2015 was $2,198,555,000. This represented
a 2.7% increase over 2014, or $61,522,000.
TABLE 9-8
TOP TEN COMMODITY SALES, 2015
Ventura County, California

Year
G_]LbMP]]TP^
APXZY^
FL^[MP]]TP^
C`]^P]d G_ZNV
9PWP]d
7aZNLOZ^
EP[[P]^
HZXL_ZP^
9`_ <WZbP]^
@LWP
APTEM JPR APQ AIO 6PNNPHLTV @EMIS

Production
#3.4)50/)--#/26)206)--#//5)/.4)--#.62)5.4)--#.61)423)--#.55)5.5)--#21).30)--#2-)141)--#15)-55)--#05)-55)--#+'21/'13,'***

The top ten highest grossing commodities Ventura County has not remained static over time, but
experienced changes as indicated in Table 9-9 which shows the top ten agricultural commodities in
Ventura County between 1922 and 2012 by ranking.
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9TWLY_]Z

0

1

3

4

5
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.-

JLWPYNTL
D]LYRP^
FL^[MP]]TP^
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C`]^P]d
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1982
APXZY^

9LMMLRP

8]ZNNZWT

9`_ <WZbP]^

AP__`NP

C`]^P]d
G_ZNV
JLWPYNTL
D]LYRP^
7aZNLOZ^

9PWP]d

ATaP^_ZNV)
EZ`W_]d %
;LT]d
9PWP]d

8]ZNNZWT

7aZNLOZ^

C`]^P]d
G_ZNV
AP__`NP

JLWPYNTL
D]LYRP^
GPPO

ATaP^_ZNV %
EZ`W_]d
HZXL_ZP^

JLWPYNTL
D]LYRP^

BT^N+
JPRP_LMWP^
ATXL 8PLY^

7aZNLOZ^

JLWPYNTL
D]LYRP^
AP__`NP

ATaP^_ZNV

BT^N+
JPRP_LMWP^
KLWY`_^

8PLY^

JLWPYNTL
D]LYRP^

1952
APXZY^

=]PPY 8PLY^ EZ`W_]d
E]ZO`N_^
;LT]d
;LT]d
E]ZO`N_^
E]ZO`N_^
ATXL 8PLY^
CLaPW
D]LYRP^
CLaPW
=]LTY
D]LYRP^

AP__`NP

G_]LbMP]]TP^ 9PWP]d

EZ`W_]d LYO
;LT]d
G_]LbMP]]TP^ HZXL_ZP^

G_]LbMP]]TP^ 9PWP]d
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APXZY^

/

Rank
2012
2002
1992
.
G_]LbMP]]TP^ G_]LbMP]]TP^ APXZY^

Ventura County
1972
1962
APXZY^
APXZY^

CLaPW
D]LYRP^
EZ`W_]d
E]ZO`N_^

;LT]d
E]ZO`N_^
>Ld

BT^N+
JPRP_LMWP^
ATaP^_ZNV

KLWY`_^

8PLY^

JLWPYNTL
D]LYRP^

1942
APXZY^

TABLE 9-9
RANKING OF TOP TEN AGRICULTURAL CROPS, 1922-2012

BT^N+ 9T_]`^

=]LTY

CLaPW
D]LYRP^
>Ld

JLWPYNTL
D]LYRP^
G`RL] 8PP_^

7[]TNZ_^

KLWY`_^

APXZY^

1922
8PLY^
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9T_]`^
C`]^P]d
G_ZNV

7[]TNZ_^

BT^N+
JPRP_LMWP^
CLaPW
D]LYRP^
>Ld

G`RL] 8PP_^

8PLY^

KLWY`_^

JLWPYNTL
D]LYRP^

1932
APXZY^
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The following series of tables summarizes the market value, production, production area, and trends
associated with eight groupings of agricultural commodities grown in Ventura County between 20142015.
TABLE 9-10
10
FRUIT AND NUT CROP ACREAGE, PRODUCTION, AND VALUES, 2014-2015
Ventura County

6RPQ

DIER

>RPHUGTLPO
4GRIEKI

>IR
4GRI

APTEM

CEMUI
BOLT

>IR BOLT

APTEM

#DV_P*

=^aV`_ # Ea`_ VZPXaQR 7\\XR_( 7\^VP[`_( 7_VNZ GRN^_( 8a_UOR^^VR_( 9UR^VY[eN( >^N\R_( >aNbN_( BVcV( CVYR_( FXVbR_(
GR^_VYY[Z_( DNPNQNYVN_( MNXZa`_5 NZQ YV_PRXXNZR[a_ PV`^a_( QRPVQa[a_( NZQ _aO`^[\VPNX S^aV`*
I[a^PR4 -+,0 LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e 9^[\ NZQ CVbR_`[PW HR\[^`* LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e 7T^VPaX`a^NX 9[YYV__V[ZR^
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TABLE 9-11
VEGETABLE CROPS' ACREAGE, PRODUCTION, AND VALUES, 2014-2015
Ventura County
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TABLE 9-11
VEGETABLE CROPS' ACREAGE, PRODUCTION, AND VALUES, 2014-2015
Ventura County

6RPQ

DIER
4GRIEKI

>RPHUGTLPO
>IR 4GRI
APTEM

CEMUI
BOLT

>IR BOLT

APTEM

,

@ZPXaQR_ UeQ^[\[ZVP_*
@ZPXaQR_4 PUN^Q( P[XXN^Q( Ya_`N^Q( `a^ZV\ NZQ cN`R^P^R__*
. @ZPXaQR_ UeQ^[\[ZVP_*
/ @ZPXaQR_4 N^`VPU[WR_( N^aTaXN( N_\N^NTa_( ONOe bRTR`NOXR_( PNaXVSX[cR^( RTT\XNZ`( RZQVbR( TN^XVP( T[a^Q_( UR^O_( W[UX^NOV(
XRRW_( YRX[Z_( Ya_U^[[Y_( \RN_( ^NQVPPUV[( _\^[a`_( _]aN_U( `[YN`VXX[_( NZQ `a^ZV\_*
-
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TABLE 9-12
NURSERY STOCK ACREAGE, PRODUCTION, AND VALUES, 2014-2015
Ventura County
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TABLE 9-13
CUT FLOWERS ACREAGE, PRODUCTION, AND VALUES, 2014-2015
VENTURA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

I[a^PR4 -+,0 LRZ`a^N

TABLE 9-14
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY PRODUCTION AND VALUES, 2014-2015
Ventura County, California
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TABLE 9-15
FIELD CROPS ACREAGE, PRODUCTION, AND VALUES, 2014-2015
Ventura County

' JUR VZP^RN_R VZ HNZTRXNZQ NP^RNTR cN_ `UR ^R_aX` [S NZ R^^[^ YNQR YNZe eRN^_ NT[*
I[a^PR4 -+,0 LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e 9^[\ NZQ CVbR_`[PW HR\[^`* LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e 7T^VPaX`a^NX 9[YYV__V[ZR^$_ FSSVPR*

In 2014, the total value for apiary products experienced its lowest value since 2009, a decline of almost
half its 2013 total (see Table 9-16). This decline is likely attributed to the decline in local wild sources of
flowers due to drought conditions. In 2015, the value of apiary products increased to market value levels
just below those observed in 2011.
TABLE 9-16
APIARY PRODUCTS AND VALUES, 2013-2015
Ventura County
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TABLE 9-17
SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE, 2014-2015
Ventura County

( ?Y /-.2) JPY_`]L 9Z`Y_d Pc[Z]_PO L[[]ZcTXL_PWd /4 OTQQP]PY_ NZXXZOT_TP^ _Z 56 OTQQP]PY_ NZ`Y_]TP^+
I[a^PR4 -+,0 LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e 9^[\ NZQ CVbR_`[PW HR\[^`* LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e 7T^VPaX`a^NX 9[YYV__V[ZR^$_ FSSVPR*

TABLE 9-18
TRENDS IN FIELD CROPS, VEGETABLES, FRUITS AND TREE NUTS:
PRODUCTION VALUE PER ACRE
Ventura County, California
2010-2014

Year

Value per
Acre Total

Field Crops and
Vegetables

Fruits and Tree Nuts

Rangeland

/-.#.5)//2
#.1)...
#/-)6.3
#.0+..
/-..
#.6)-1/
#.1)0.2
#//)/15
#./+..
/-./
#.5)553
#./)206
#/0)/-3
#.0+4/-.0
#.5)331
#.1).0#/.)305
#-+04
/-.1
#.6)00#.0)33/
#/0)050
#-+01
/-.-*/-.1 9SLYRP
#.).-2
*#116
#/)134
*#./+44
.+.5$
*-+31$
/+/2$
*2.+50$
/-.-*/-.1 97=F.
I[a^PR4 -+,0 LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e =[[Q G^[PR__VZT 7ZNXe_V_* LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e 7T^VPaX`a^NX 9[YYV__V[ZR^* 7;<( @ZP*( ON_RQ [Z
9NXVS[^ZVN 7T^VPaX`a^NX 9[YYV__V[ZR^ HR\[^`_ %-+,+)-+,/&*
, 97>H 6 9[Y\[aZQ 7ZZaNX >^[c`U HN`R*

Ventura County farms produce a wide range of agricultural commodities. The 2015 Ventura Crop &
H`m\jkfZb N\gfik `e[`ZXk\[ k_Xk dlZ_ f] k_\ Zflekpwj X^i`ZlckliXc gif[lZk`fe fZZlii\[ on 95,802 acres of
irrigated cropland out of a total farmed acreage of approximately 300,000 acres. Of the total farmed
acreage, approximately 198,000 acres are considered rangeland. The following tables show the types of
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commodities produced per product category including the total acreage devoted to certain types of
commodities.
TABLE 9-19
COMMODITY PRODUCTION BY CROP GROUPING
Ventura County, California
2014-2015

Crop Grouping

Year

<]`T_ LYO C`_ 9]Z[^
JPRP_LMWP 9]Z[^
C`]^P]d G_ZNV
9`_ <WZbP]^
<TPWO 9]Z[^

/-.2
/-.1
/-.2
/-.1
/-.2
/-.1
/-.2
/-.1
/-.2
/-.1

Acreage
23)653
23)5/.
06)2/5
06)34.
0)-52
0)0/3
412
403
.65)252
(64)-25

Greenhouse
(Square Feet)

2).35)111
2)031)2//

'JUR PUNZTR VZ =VRXQ 9^[\_ V_ `UR ^R_aX` [S NZ R^^[^ YNQR YNZe eRN^_ NT[ cV`UVZ HNZTRXNZQ NP^RNTR QN`N*
I[a^PR4 -+,0 LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e 9^[\ NZQ CVbR_`[PW HR\[^`* LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e 7T^VPaX`a^NX 9[YYV__V[ZR^*

The 2015 Ventura County Crop and Livestock Report identified Organic Farming as one of eight
groupings and observed an increase in the number of registered growers, market value, and acres in
production between 2014 and 2015.
As with other agricultural regions in California, organic farming is recognized by the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) as farming practices that rely on natural fertilizers such as compost,
manure, green manure, and bone meal in lieu of chemical pesticides. Organic farming also emphasizes
more sustainable practices, including mixed-cropping patterns, the avoidance of most synthetic pesticides,
and crop rotation to lessen the impact of water usage and maintain the soil structure. The federal Organic
Foods Production Act of 1990 and the California Organic Products Act of 2003 established guidelines
and standards for growers, handlers, processors, wholesalers, or retailers who market their product and
j\im`Z\j Xj uKi^Xe`Z,v Lif[lZ\rs and handlers interested in working with organic commodities must
register with the California State Organic Program, and if gross sales exceed $5,000, certification from a
third party is required. Registration is initiated with the County Agricultural Commissioner. The
=^i`ZlckliXc ?fdd`jj`fe\i g\i]fidj iflk`e\ `ejg\Zk`fej f] fi^Xe`Z gif[lZ\ Xk ?\ik`]`\[ BXid\iwj
Markets, audits of records for organic producers, processors and handlers, as well as inspections of
organic production sites, and investigation of reports of violations.
In 2015, Ventura County had 135 certified organic growers covering over 8,200 acres in organic
production. This was an increase over the 85 certified organic growers in 2014. Ventura County organic
farms specialize in vegetables and herbs, fruits and nuts, field and seed crops, and nursery production. In
2015, the Ventura County organic fruit and nut industry exceeded a commodity value of $121 million,
which was more than double the value of all other organic crops farmed. The total value for of all organic
crops was approximately $161 million in 2015. Much of the organic commodities grown in Ventura
<CANFJI /(+0 1ELFAOGNOL?G 9LJBOANFJI
2(,+
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County are sold to local consumers through a network of Certified Farmers Markets located in several
communities, including Ventura, Oxnard, Camarillo, Ojai, Newbury Park, Thousand Oaks, and Simi
Valley.
TABLE 9-20
ORGANIC FARMING
VENTURA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
2014-2015

' @ZPXaQRQ VZ NXX [`UR^ `[`NX bNXaR_ S[^ -+,0 LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e 9^[\ NZQ CVbR_`[PW HR\[^`*
I[a^PR4 -+,0 LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e 9^[\ NZQ CVbR_`[PW HR\[^`* LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e 7T^VPaX`a^NX 9[YYV__V[ZR^$_ FSSVPR*

Ventura County currently permits limited processing operations on parcels with a zoning designation of
OS, AE, RA, RE, and TP. The Non-Coastal Zoning Ordinance (Section 8105-4), permits preliminary
processing that includes basic activities and operations instrumental to the preparation of agricultural
goods for shipment to market without the use of structures. Preliminary processing excludes intensive
operations, including canning and bottling, which are considered an industrial use. A zoning clearance or
development permit is required if structures related to the processing are proposed. Industrial zoning
designations (i.e., M1, M2, and M3) require a zoning clearance for preliminary processing operations
with no structures.
P_\ Zlii\ek ki\e[ `e ]ff[ gif[lZk`fe Xe[ gifZ\jj`e^ `j ]fZlj`e^ fe ucfZXccpv ^ifne gif[lZkj, P_\ ZfeZ\gk
of buying local commodities, rather than relying on imports is not new, but has gained traction in recent
years due to climate change concerns and its potential effects on crop production. The trend for locally
produced products and the existing limited opportunities for agricultural processing of commodities has
spurred an ongoing discussion into expanding the allowed types of processing operations. Additional
processing operations could include processing of crops for oil extraction, concentration of juice, frozen
or flash freezing, and preparation of products (e.g., bottling, canning).

R\ekliX ?flekp `j _fd\ kf dfi\ k_Xe 0*/3. ]Xidj, =ggifo`dXk\cp /3 g\iZ\ek f] R\ekliX ?flekpwj
agricultural products are produced for local consumption, with the remaining 85 percent shipped out of
k_\ Zflekp, Km\i 4. g\iZ\ek f] k_\ Zflekpwj X^i`Zlckural products are exported to foreign countries
k_ifl^_ k_\ Lfik f] Dl\e\d\, P_\ Lfik f] Dl\e\d\ `j ?Xc`]fie`Xwj ]`]k_ cXi^\jk gfik Xe[ `j befne Xj k_\
;CPFMCB 9O@GFA ;CPFCQ 3L?DN
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uLfik k_Xk BXid\iwj >l`ckv, O`eZ\ /771 k_\ Lfik _Xj Y\\e k_\ gi`dXip \ogfik\i f] X^i`ZlckliXc Zfddf[`k`\s
from Ventura County, replacing the Port of Long Beach. In 2013 Ventura County exported over 27
different commodities to 81 countries. Approximately 10,000 total shipments were exported, with the top
destinations being Japan, Canada, South Korea, Mexico, and China. The top agricultural export in 2013
was lemons, accounting for 27 percent of total agricultural exports. Fruit and vegetable seeds were next at
23 percent, followed by blueberries, at 11 percent, and strawberries at eight percent.
Exporting agricultural products locally and regionally is a small niche in the agricultural economy in
Ventura County. Local production and shipping requires the use of commercial coolers, packers and
shippers. These are an integral part of the produce industry supply chain. Coolers, packers, and shippers
Xi\ [\j`^e\[ kf _Xe[c\ \XZ_ Zfddf[`kpwj [`]]\i\ek gfjk_Xim\jk i\hl`i\d\ekj, ?ffc\ij Xi\ cXi^\ jZXc\
facilities which temporarily receive and cool product directly from the field. These facilities help not only
large commercial growers, but also small farming operations by allowing access to distributors and
continuing the movement of agricultural products through the supply chain. Packers sort, clean, and
package the commodities for resale.
Shippers transport commodities to various wholesale and retail outlets throughout the county including
cfZXccp fne\[ ^ifZ\ip Z_X`ej* ]Xid\iwj dXib\kj* Xe[ ?fddle`kp Olggfik\[ =^i`Zlckli\ (?O=)
operations. Community Supported Agriculture is a partnership between growers and their consumers.
?O=j Xccfn d\dY\ij f] k_\ Zfddle`kp kf gliZ_Xj\ X uj_Xi\v f] gif[lZ\ ]ifd X cfZXc gXik`Z`gXk`e^
farmer. Farmers and consumers share the risks and benefits of producing the crop. Members pay a
subscription at the beginning of the growing season for a share of the anticipated harvest. The increase of
CSAs has mirrored its growing popularity in the county providing a direct link between the farmers,
locally grown produce, and county residents. As of 2016, there are nine registered CSAs in the county,
which provide a boxed selection of seasonal locally grown produce. Members typically pick up CSA
boxes at designated pick-up locations.
To ensure that the processing, packing, and shipping processes are up to local and state, and federal
standards, the VentuiX ?flekp =^i`ZlckliXc ?fdd`jj`fe\iwj K]]`Z\ g\i]fidj iflk`e\ `ejg\Zk`fej f] jlZ_
facilities. The inspection process includes the coolers, packers and shippers, to check for proper container
labeling, proper use of containers and proof of ownership of produce. Inspectors also certify local
commodities for export shipments, both foreign and domestic.

Currently, Ventura County has 1,075 agricultural permits issued by the Ventura County Agricultural
Commisj`fe\iwj K]]`Z\, L\id`kj Xi\ i\hl`i\[ ]fi k_\ Zfdd\iZ`Xc gif[lZk`fe f] Zifgj Xe[ k_\ lj\ f]
pesticides. The majority of the permits (627) are referred to as Operator Identification Numbers which
allow farm operators to apply Non Restricted Use and some federally Restricted Use pesticides. More
than 400 of these permits (448) are Restricted Materials Permits, which allow the use of California
Restricted Use pesticides. In order to qualify for a Restricted Materials Permit, or to apply federally
Restricted Use pesticides, farm operators must be licensed through the Department of Pesticide
N\^lcXk`fe (MlXc`]`\[ =ggc`ZXkfiwj H`Z\ej\) fi k_ifl^_ k_\ ?flekp =^i`ZlckliXc ?fdd`jj`fe\iwj K]]`Z\
(Li`mXk\ =ggc`ZXkfiwj ?\ik`]`ZXk\),
Ventura County has 120 Certified ProdlZ\ij, Ee fi[\i kf j\cc gif[lZ\ Xk X ?\ik`]`\[ BXid\iwj IXib\k* ]Xid
fg\iXkfij dljk Y\ Z\ik`]`\[ Yp k_\ R\ekliX ?flekp =^i`ZlckliXc ?fdd`jj`fe\iwj K]]`Z\,
<CANFJI /(+0 1ELFAOGNOL?G 9LJBOANFJI
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Ee 0./3* R\ekliX ?flekp _X[ /13 i\^`jk\i\[ Ki^Xe`Z ^ifn\ij, Ee fi[\i kf j\cc gif[lZkj Xj uKi^Xe`Zv `n
California, growers must be registered with the State Organic Program.

Agriculture in Ventura County is made exceptionally complex by a number of factors. The
Mediterranean-type climate allows for tremendous diversity of production with over 60 different crops
that each generate over $1 million in gross receipts annually. The mild climate allows for significant crop
production year-round allowing farmers to grow three and four crops annually in the same field. With
that diversity, County farmers primarily grow specialty crops such as fruits and vegetables due to the
favorable climate, high land values, and consumer preference. Fruits and vegetables require greater care
and protection from insect pests and diseases. Ventura County is very different from the geographically
larger agricultural counties in the Central Valley and the types of crops they produce. Central Valley
counties generally have relatively large swaths of acreage with single crops such as grapes, almonds, and
corn for silage, which have significantly fewer pests and less disease.
In addition to the preferable climate and crop selection, the proximity to neighboring Los Angeles County
creates an additional pest and disease challenge. The County of Los Angeles is a substantial source of
plant pests and diseases. The air and sea ports not only bring millions of visitors and commercial products
from around the world into Los Angeles County, they also bring exotic invasive plant pests and diseases.
At any given moment the Los Angeles County Agricultural Commissioner is regulating between 12 and
26 quarantines. Los Angeles County provides a significant pathway for pests that can migrate to Ventura
County. Although to a lesser degree, the Port of Hueneme is another source of plant pests and diseases
entering on shipments from abroad.
Currently, Ventura County is dealing with newly-introduced or identified invasive species such as the
Asian citrus psyllid (ACP), light brown apple moth (LBAM), and the polyphagous shot hole borer
(PSHB). Each of these pests present either a county, state or federal quarantine situation or another
significant plant pest or disease issue. In the recent past the gypsy moth and the Mediterranean fruit fly
have infested portions of the county. New plant pests and diseases subsequently result in more pesticide
use as farmers, land managers and regulatory officials attempt to eradicate or manage the various pest
populations. As an example, currently the California Department of Food and Agriculture is conducting
ACP residential treatments, while citrus farmers are engaged in an area-wide management program to
control the ACP.
The glassy winged sharpshooter (GWSS) is widespread in Southern California and has reduced the ability
of growers in Southern California counties to produce wine grapes. The Ventura County Agricultural
?fdd`jj`fe\iwj K]]`Z\ gXik`Z`gXk\j `e k_\ L`\iZ\wj @`j\Xj\ ?fekifc Lif^iXd (L@?L) n_`Z_ `j jfc\ly
focused on preventing the spread of the GWSS from Ventura County to the grape growing areas of
California that are not already infested. The GWSS is an insect that feeds on the stems and leaves of many
kinds of nursery stock and citrus trees as well as on grapevines. In the process of feeding it transmits a
YXZk\i`Xc [`j\Xj\* L`\iZ\wj @`j\Xj\* k_Xk ZXe j\i`fljcp [XdX^\ ^iXg\m`e\j, Jlij\ip jkfZb ]ifd R\ekliX
County destined for non-infested areas of the state is inspected and certified prior to shipment. Detection
traps are placed in nurseries planning to send plant material north to monitor for the presence of the
GWSS. Citrus growers who plan to send their fruit to packing houses north of Ventura County are
required to meet cleanliness standards in order to ship.
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There are over 2,000 farms in Ventura County and they vary based on size, agricultural products
produced, type of operator, and ownership as well as the total amount of sales. According to the federal
Census of Agriculture (USDA 2012), total product sales in Ventura County equate to an average of
$700,00 sales per farm annually. The total sales calculation from the 2012 Census of Agriculture differs
from the total sales noted in the 2012 Ventura County Crop and Livestock Report produced by the
Ventura County Agricultural ?fdd`jj`fe\iwj K]]`Z\ [l\ kf [`]]\i\ek d\k_f[fcf^`\j,
P_\ ?\ejlj [\]`e\j Z_XiXZk\i`jk`Zj f] X ]Xid* uXj Xey place from which $1,000 or more of agricultural
gif[lZkj n\i\ gif[lZ\[ Xe[ jfc[* fi efidXccp nflc[ _Xm\ Y\\e jfc[* [li`e^ k_\ Z\ejlj p\Xi,v Ee k_\ ZXj\
of Ventura County, approximately 7.5 percent or 200 farms reported less than $1,000 in product sales.
According to the Census of Agriculture, the average size of farms in Ventura County was 131 acres while
the median was 12 acres, indicating that there are many more small farms than large ones. In fact, almost
80 percent of all farms in Ventura County are 49 acres or less. Eleven percent are between 50 and 179
acres, and 11 percent are 180 acres or larger.
Figure 9-9 shows the number of farms in Ventura County by market value of the agricultural products
sold.
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The Census of Agriculture indicates that 34.9 percent or 751 farms had a total market value sales of
commodities of less than $10,000. The number of farms that produced sales ranging from $10,000 to
$99,999 totaled 869 or 40.4 percent. Farms with product sales surpassing $1,000,000 accounted for
approximately 25 percent of farms in Ventura County, at 530.

Supports the American agricultural economy to strengthen rural communities; to protect and conserve our
natural resources; and to provide a safe, sufficient, and nutritious food supply for the American people.
P_\ @\gXikd\ekwj n`[\ iXe^\ f] gfc`Z`\j* gif^iXdj Xe[ i\jgfej`Y`c`k`\j `eZcl[\ ]ff[ j\Zli`kp* \ogfik`e^
and importing goods, wildfire prevention, rural community assistance, and regulation of commodities.

Is responsible for protecting and promoting agriculture in the state of California, while ensuring that
safety standards are maintained at the consumer level. CDFA is divided into six divisions which focus on
animal health and food and safety; fairs and expositions; inspections; marketing; measurements and
standards, and plant health. Through these divisions, the CDFA provides oversight and regulation
pertaining to pesticide and disease control, livestock health and trade, food safety, natural resources, and
organic farming to name a few. In particular, the CFDA is responsible for the enforcement of the federal
Organic Foods Production Act of 1990, and the California Organic Products Act of 2003. These statutes
protect consumers, producers, handlers, processors and retailers by establishment of standards under
n_`Z_ ]i\j_ X^i`ZlckliXc gif[lZkj-]ff[j dXp Y\ cXY\c\[ Xe[-fi jfc[ Xj ufi^Xe`Z.v P_\ ?Xc`]fie`X
DepXikd\ek f] LlYc`Z D\Xck_ \e]fiZ\j cXnj g\ikX`e`e^ kf gifZ\jj\[ gif[lZkj dXib\k\[ Xj ufi^Xe`Z.v

There is in each County government the County department of agriculture.

The county department of agriculture is under the control of the county agricultural commissioner.

The General Plan covers agricultural resources in Chapter 1, Resources. Sections 1.6 and 3.2 include
goals, policies, and programs related to agricultural production. The following Area Plans also contain
applicable goals and policies related to agricultural production:

&

Coastal Area Plan;
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&
&
&
&
&
&

El Rio/Del Norte Area Plan;
North Ventura Avenue Area Plan;
Ojai Valley Area Plan;
Piru Area Plan;
Saticoy Area Plan; and
Lake Sherwood/Hidden Valley Area Plan.

The Initial Study Assessment Guidelines include criteria for evaluating environmental impacts for
agricultural resources. These can be found in Section 5a. Agricultural Resources-Soils and Section 5b.
Agricultural Resources-Land Use Incompatibility.

The Non-Coastal Zoning Ordinance regulates agricultural resources through Section 8104-1 Open
Space/Agricultural Zones.

The Coastal Zoning Ordinance regulates agricultural resources through Section 8173-2 Coastal
Agricultural (CA) Zone.

The County Agricultural Commissioner serves as the primary local enforcement agent of laws and
regulations of the state, and local agricultural ordinances. The Agricultural Commissioner protects and
promotes the local agricultural industry, while ensuring the welfare of the public, and the environment.
The major programs administered by the agricultural commissioner include:

&

Pest Exclusion. The Pest Exclusion Program is California's first line of defense against the
introduction of exotic pests which, if they were to become established, would be detrimental to
agriculture and/or the environment of the state. The state-licensed staff inspects incoming plant
shipments for compliance with the state's plant quarantine laws and for the presence of insect,
weed, vertebrate and disease pests.

&

Pest Detection. The Pest Detection Program represents California's second line of defense against
the introduction and establishment of pests that are known to be economically detrimental to
agriculture and the environment. The Department strategically deploys and monitors insect traps
throughout the county for the presence of such exotic pests as the Light Brown Apple Moth,
Glassy-Winged Sharp Shooter, Asian Citrus Psyllid, Polyphagous Shot Hole Borer and others.
Biologists are constantly on the lookout for new pest introductions.

&

Pest Eradication. The Pest Eradication Program is the third line of defense in the overall Pest
Prevention Program. The purpose of this program is to eradicate pest infestations that penetrate the
first two lines of defense before eradication becomes economically impractical.
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&

Pest Management. The Pest Management Program utilizes specially trained staff in the control of
the glassy-winged sharp shooter (GWSS). The GWSS can kiXejd`k L`\iZ\wj @`j\Xj\ n_`Z_ `j
deadly to grape vines. Shipments of potted plants destined for northern counties are inspected for
the GWSS and issued a certificate of quarantine compliance if found free from the GWSS.

&

Pesticide Use Enforcement. The Pesticide Use Enforcement Program includes annual registration
of Agricultural and Structural Pest Control Businesses, Pest Control Advisors, and Farm Labor
Contractors that work in the county. The Program includes issuance of Restricted Materials
Permits, Operator Identification Numbers (for non-restricted agricultural pesticides), and
monitoring of pesticides applied in the county through a mandatory use reporting system. The
Agricultural Commissioner's staff verifies compliance with pesticide laws by periodic inspections
of pesticide applications, mixing and loading operations, employee headquarters inspections and
inspection of pesticide storage facilities. Staff also investigates all reports of pesticide related
illnesses, pesticide drift and wildlife losses, as well as complaints of other alleged misuse of
pesticides in the county that may be detrimental to human health and safety or the environment.

&

Seed Inspection. Under the Seed Inspection Program, the Agricultural Commissioner's staff
periodically inspects seed for agricultural planting for compliance with State labeling requirements
for purity and germination percentages.

&

Nursery. The Department's staff routinely inspects nurseries within the county to ensure that
nursery stock is properly labeled, commercially clean with respect to weeds, insect pests, diseases,
and that only vigorous healthy plants are offered for sale to the consumer.

&

Standardization. The Standardization Program involves periodic inspection of fruits, nuts,
vegetables and honey offered for sale at local retail outlets to ensure they meet minimum quality
standards as established by the State.

&

Citrus Maturity. This program involves testing oranges at packing houses to ensure that maturity
requirements are met.

&

This program provides oversight of direct marketing activities. This
involves issuance of Certified Producer Certificates, Farmer's Market Certificates, and periodic
inspections of such producers and markets to ensure consumers that all produce offered for sale
was grown by the seller.

&

Organic Program. Agricultural Commission staff register local growers that desire to market
their agricultural commodities as "Organically Grown", to provide assurance to consumers that
such products are grown in accordance with California's strict standards for organically grown
food products.

&

Apiary. This program emphasizes registration of honeybee colonies located in the county so that
notification of nearby applications of pesticides, toxic to bees, can be issued. The program also
involves enforcement of the County Bee Ordinance with respect to complaints of improperly
placed apiaries which adversely impact local residents.

&

Statistics. The County Agricultural Commissioner is required to compile an annual report of
agriculture. These reports are used by a variety of businesses and institutions such as banks and
other lending institutions, schools, government agencies and research facilities. Additionally, the
Department is also called upon to conduct surveys relating to the impacts of natural disasters such
as drought, flood and wildland fire on the local agricultural economy. Such statistical data is often
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instrumental in securing state and federal disaster relief for the affected segment of local
agricultural industry.

&

Land Use. The Agricultural Commissioner also provides review of land use development projects
that may impact or be impacted by agriculture. When appropriate, the Agricultural Commissioner
will make recommendations to mitigate such impacts.

Forage. Harvested dry hay, haylage, grass silage, or greenchop which is primarily used as feed for
livestock.
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This section describes local, state, and federal policies and programs that impact agriculture.

&

Together, the Guidelines for Orderly Development, Land Conservation Act, and Save Open Space
and Agricultural Resources (SOAR) initiatives have created one of the most effective agricultural
land preservation programs in the state.

&

As of 2016, over 204,000 acres in the county were designated as Agricultural Preserve (AE-40 ac).

The following is a description of the Ventura County agricultural land protection policies and programs.

The California Land Conservation Act (also known as the Williamson Act) was adopted by the California
OkXk\ H\^`jcXkli\ `e /743, Ee /747* k_\ ?flekp >fXi[ f] Olg\im`jfij X[fgk\[ uCl`[\c`e\j ]fi
Implementation of the Land Conservation Act of 1965/the Williamson AZkv (k_\ H?= Cl`[\c`e\j), P_\j\
Guidelines and subsequent revisions established criteria for eligibility for Agricultural Preserves (AGPs)
and Land Conservation Act (LCA) Contracts in the unincorporated areas of the county. All land with a
land use designation of Agricultural within the County of Ventura General Plan is considered an AGP.

The California Land Conservation Act is regulated through three contract types, Land Conservation
Contract (LCA), the Farmland Security Zone Area Contract (FSZA/LCA), and the Open Space Contract
(OS/LCA) shown in Figure 9-10. In Ventura County, the Open Space Contracts became available in
2009. These contracts intend to preserve agricultural land, and discourage its premature conversion to
non-agricultural uses. In exchange for the preservation of agricultural land, participating property owners
receive a reduction of property taxes that are limited to the agricultural value of the property. This
reduction of property taxes remains until the property owner or the County files for a Non-Renewal or
terminates the contract. Properties eligible for either of the contract types are designated Agriculture or
Open Space under the County General Plan. The properties must be zoned AE-40 ac, or CA if the
property is in the Coastal Zone. If the properties under consideration for a LCA or FSZA/LCA Contract
are in neither of those zones, then a zone change must occur in conjunction with the Contract. If the
property is currently zoned OS with a designated minimum parcel size of 80-acres, it must be rezoned to
AE-40 ac with a minimum parcel size consistent with the average density of surrounding parcels. If the
subject property under consideration for contract is in irrigated crop production, it may be rezoned to AE40 ac, regardless of the average surrounding parcel size.
The LCA Contract is a 10-year agreement that permits either irrigated or non-irrigated crop production or
animal husbandry/grazing. If irrigated crop production on the subject property(s) is to be eligible for the
contract program, it must have produced plants for commercial purposes for three years of the previous
five years, or be planted with non-bearing fruit or nut trees, vines, bushes, or crops which has a non;CPFMCB 9O@GFA ;CPFCQ 3L?DN
7?IO?LS +)*.
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bearing period of less than five years. The property must be irrigated, and shall have grossed no less than
$500 per acre for at least three of the previous five years. If the bearing period has not yet begun, the
property shall reasonably be expected to gross no less than $500 per acre for three out of five years. If
non-irrigated crop production on the subject property(s) is to be eligible for the contract program, it must
have cultivated and produced plants for commercial purposes for three years of the previous five years, or
be planted with non-bearing fruit or nut trees, vines, bushes, or crops which has a non-bearing period of
less than five years. The land shall have gross no less than $50 per acre for at least three of the previous
five years. If the bearing period has not yet begun, the property shall reasonably be expected to gross no
less than $50 per acre for three out of five years.
As of 2017, Ventura County had 1,074 LCA contracts totaling 127,820 acres. This total includes three
Wildlife Habitat Area contracts totaling approximately 340 acres. Under the 10-year LCA Contract,
animal husbandry and grazing must support 20 animal units per year as determined by personal property
taxes paid on the animals by the owner or operator, or other evidence such as rent receipts, as may be
required for the previous five (5) years and be reasonably expected to continue to support such animals on
a bona fide commercial basis. The selling of animals or their food or fiber products annually shall
constitute raising animals on a commercial basis. The land shall also be fenced to contain to the animals,
and proper livestock facilities such as corrals should be provided. Subject properties must also maintain a
minimum of 80 acres to support grazing and animal husbandry.
The 20-year FSZA/LCA Contract is subject to the same standards of the 10-year LCA Contract, which
includes requirements relating to irrigated crops, non-irrigated crops, and grazing land. The FSZA/LCA
Contract does require additional standards to be eligible to enter into the new contract. As of 2015,
Ventura County had 77 FSZA/LCA contracts totaling over 3,900 acres. Land within the FSZA/LCA must
be within a designated AGP, and shall be one of the registered Important Farmland Categories of Prime
Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, Unique Farmland, and Farmland of Local Importance.
Any land located within a city sphere of influence shall not be included in an FSZA, unless the creation of
the FSZA has been approved by resolution by the city with jurisdiction within the sphere. If more than
one owner of contiguous properties requests the creation of an FSZA, the County shall place those
properties in the same FSZA. Upon termination of a FSZA/LCA contract, the FSZA shall simultaneously
be terminated.
The LCA and FSZA/LCA contracts must meet a minimum agricultural utilization for crop production or
animal husbandry, as shown in Table 9-21.
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TABLE 9-21
MINIMUM UTILIZATION OF LAND FOR LCA AND FSZA/LCA CONTRACTS
Ventura County, California

Legal Lot/Contract Size

Utilization Percentage* for
LCA (10-year) Contracts

6(( HZ .2 7N]P^
.2+. HZ /2 7N]P^
/2+. HZ 1- 7N]P^
DaP] 1- 7N]P^
7YTXLW >`^MLYO]d,=]LeTYR
*5- 7N]P BTYTX`X

6-$
42$
32$
2-$
42$

Utilization Percentage* for
FSZA/LCA (20-year)
Contracts
6-$
5-$
42$
4-$
CZ 7YTXLW >`^MLYO]d,=]LeTYR
9ZY_]LN_^

I[a^PR4 -+,0 LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e =[[Q G^[PR__VZT 7ZNXe_V_* LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e 7T^VPaX`a^NX 9[YYV__V[ZR^* 7;<( @ZP*( ON_RQ [Z
LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e 7T^VPaX`a^NX 9[YYV__V[ZR^ HR\[^`_ %-+,+)-+,/&*
E[`R'4 FZ_V`R cN`R^ ^RPePXVZT \[ZQ_ NZQ [`UR^ SNPVXV`VR_ ^R]aV^RQ Oe N \R^YV``VZT Na`U[^V`e _UNXX OR VZPXaQRQ VZ `UR PNXPaXN`V[Z
[S a`VXVfN`V[Z \R^PRZ`NTR S[^ Za^_R^VR_ %[\RZ SVRXQ_ [^ VZ T^RRZU[a_R_&*
E[`R''4 JUR 8[N^Q [S Ia\R^bV_[^_ UN_ QR`R^YVZRQ `UN` \^VYR NT^VPaX`a^NX XNZQ_ VZ LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e N^R UVTUXe \^[QaP`VbR QaR
`[ `UR P[YOVZN`V[Z [S _[VX_( PXVYN`R( NZQ cN`R^ NbNVXNOVXV`e5 N^R _aV`NOXR S[^ N bN^VR`e [S [^PUN^Q( ^[c( NZQ U[^`VPaX`a^NX P^[\_5
NZQ PNZ _a\\[^` P[YYR^PVNXXe bVNOXR NT^VPaX`a^NX [\R^N`V[Z_ [Z YVZVYaY ZVZR)NP^R \N^PRX_* JUR^RS[^R( `UR_R \N^PRX_ N^R
P[Z`^NP` RXVTVOXR*

Open Space contracts are designated as OS/LCA and are primarily used for the preservation of natural
habitats and systems such as wetlands, native grass lands, native woodlands, individual species, and
wildlife corridors under either a 10-year or 20-year timeframe. As of 2015, Ventura County had three
Open Space contracts totaling over 360 acres. Unlike LCA Contracts where the Contract Area is
coterminous with parcel boundaries, the Contract Area of an OS/LCA contract may be a portion of one
parcel. For these reasons, the minimum Contract Area for OS/LCA Contracts shall be determined on a
case-by-case basis. For an area to be considered eligible, the subject property must either have, or be
capable of being restored to have, significant biological resources which include, but are not limited to the
following:

&
&
&
&
&

Habitats of endangered, threatened or rare species
Sensitive Plant Communities
Waters and Wetlands
Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas (ESHA)
Wildlife Movement Corridor

Special Area contracts are designated under new LCA and FSZA/LCA contracts, when a certain criterion
is met. These contracts are for specific circumstances when the agricultural contract requirements do not
comply (i.e., minimum lot size and utilization requirements) and may lead to an inconsistency with the
provisions and guidelines set forth by the Land Conservation Act. Per the Ventura County LCA Guidelines,
the Board of Supervisors may approve special contracts if all the following criteria is satisfied:

&

The proposed Contract Area must be used for crop production (land used for animal
husbandry/grazing is not eligible for Special Area Contracts);
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&

The proposed Contract Area must be located adjacent to parcels primarily in crop production on a
minimum of two sides. Land isolated from existing agricultural production is not eligible for a
Special Area Contract. Although not required, a Special Area Contract will be more favorably
considered if it located either adjacent to or in proximity to existing LCA Contracts or FSZA/LCA
Contracts, or if it establishes a buffer between existing urban uses and land in agricultural
production;

&
&

The proposed Contract Area is no less than 80 percent of the size of the legal lot;

&

The proposed contract furthers the primary goal of the Land Conservation Act and these
guidelines-to preserve commercially viable agricultural land.

The agricultural utilization is a minimum 85 percent of propose Contract Area (e.g., if the Contract
Area is eight acres, the agricultural utilization must be at least 6.8 acres);

In 2015, pursuant to Government Code §§ 51190, 51191 et seq., and 51255.1, Revenue and Taxation Code
§ 402.1, Fish and Game Code §§ 2805, 2835, 3511, 4700, 5050, and 5515, and Title 14, California Code
of Regulations, §§ 3100 through 3117 (Senate Bill (SB) 618 and Assembly Bill (AB) 2241), the County of
Ventura amended the LCA Guidelines to allow for solar-use easement contracts. Therefore, a landowner who
wishes to enter into a solar-use easement contract with the County may rescind a LCA Contract (or a portion
thereof) and simultaneously enter into a solar-use easement contract, provided that the property meets the
criteria established by the California Department of Conservation. The California Department of
?fej\imXk`fewj uOfcXi Qj\ AXj\d\ekj =[m`Z\ ]fi =ggc`ZXekj* ?`k`\j* Xe[ ?flek`\jv j\kj ]fik_ k_\ d`e`dld
eligibility criteria, required application materials, and approval process to enter into a solar-use easement
contract. Furthermore, the easement must require that the land be used for solar photovoltaic facilities for
a term of 20 years or, if the landowner requests, for a term of not less than 10 years.
If a property owner decides that they no longer wish to participate in the either of three contracts, they
must file for one of three termination types; either a Notice of Non-Renewal of the Entire Contract
(ENNR), a Notice of Non-Renewal of a Portion of the Contract (PNNR), or termination of contact. A
Non-Renewal results in a nine-year phase out of the LCA Contracts and OS/LCA (10-year) Contracts,
and a 19-year phase out of the FSZA/LCA Contracts and OS/LCA Contract (20-year). Upon completion
of the phase out periods, property owners are no longer eligible for a property tax reduction. A PNNR
occurs when a portion of the property is to remain under contract, while the remaining portion will be
phased out and will no longer be eligible for property tax reduction. The remaining portion of the property
used for agriculture must be found to be consistent with the state law and the Ventura County LCA
Guidelines prior to Board approval.
As of 2015, Ventura County had 12 contracts undergoing the ENNR process that have been recorded with
the County since 2008. The total acreage under these 12 contracts that will come out of the Program by
2024 totals 861 acres. Five of the 12 contracts totaling 226.61 acres, will expire in 2020, while the
remaining seven contracts totaling 634.32 acres will expire in 2024.
The other form of contract termination is Contract Cancellation, which requires a majority vote by the
Board of Supervisors, as well as state imposed fees for the past reduction in property taxes. Cancellation
f] X ?fekiXZk Xcjf i\hl`i\j k_\ gifg\ikp fne\i kf gXp X uZXeZ\ccXk`fe ]\\,v (Cfm\ied\ek ?f[\ O\Zk`fej
51283 and 51297.) The required cancellation fee for a 10-year LCA Contract is 12½ percent of the
current fair market value of the property, determined as if the property were free of the Contract
restriction. The cancellation fee for a 20-year FSZA/LCA Contract is 25 percent of the current fair market
value of the property.
;CPFMCB 9O@GFA ;CPFCQ 3L?DN
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All land designated uAgriculturalv by the County General Plan is considered an Agricultural Preserve
(AGP). As of 2016, over 204,000 acres are designated as AGP (see Figure 9-11). HXe[ [\j`^eXk\[ uKg\e
OgXZ\v Yp k_\ ?flekp C\e\iXc LcXe* n_`c\ potentially eligible for a Contract, may or may not be located
within an AGP. If a property owner wishes to enter into a Contract, and the property is not within the
boundaries of a previously established AGP, the owner must request the Board to expand the AGP or
establish a new AGP simultaneously with the approval of the Contract. Prior to 1988, Government Code
Section 51230 required that an AGP consist of no less than 100 acres, unless the Board determined that
the unique characteristics of the agricultural operations in the area call for smaller preserves, and that the
establishment of the preserve is consistent with the General Plan. AGPs may be made up of land in one or
more ownerships. Property owners with less than 100 acres may combine two or more contiguous parcels
to form standard-size preserves. All properties that are designated AE-40 (40-acre minimum) after 1988
were noted to be considered part of an agricultural preserve. In order for a property owner to be part of an
agricultural preserve, the property must meet the parcel size requirements and receive approval from the
Board through a General Plan amendment.
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Ventura County adopted the Initial Study Assessment Guidelines (ISAGs) in 1992 consistent with State
CEQA Guidelines and comprehensively revised them in April 2011. The ISAGs are intended to inform
the public, project applicants, consultants, and County staff of the threshold criteria and standard
methodology used in determining whether a project could have significant effects on the environment.
The ISAGs present a range of quantitative, qualitative, and performance levels for specific environmental
effects on a broad range of topics, including air, water, transportation infrastructure, scenic resources, and
agricultural resources.
Regarding impacts to agricultural soils, the ISAGs state that any project that would result in the direct
and/or indirect loss of soils designated Prime, Statewide Importance, Unique, or Local Importance will
have an impact. Furthermore, any project that would result in the direct or indirect loss of agricultural
soils exceeding certain acreage-loss thresholds identified in the ISAGs will be considered to have a
significant project impact as shown in Table 9-22. For example, projects in areas designated as
Agricultural Land Use in the General Plan that are located on Prime and Statewide Farmland will be
considered to have a significant impact if the project would result in the loss of five acres or more of
agricultural soil.
TABLE 9-22
THRESHOLD OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR LOSS OF AGRICULTURAL SOILS
Ventura County, California

General Plan Land
Use Designation
7R]TN`W_`]LW

D[PY G[LNP,F`]LW

7WW D_SP]^

Important Farmland Inventory Classification
E]TXP,G_L_PbTOP
IYT\`P
AZNLW
E]TXP,G_L_PbTOP
IYT\`P
AZNLW
E]TXP,G_L_PbTOP
IYT\`P
AZNLW

Acres
Lost
2
..2
..2
//01-

I[a^PR4 LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e @ZV`VNX I`aQe 7__R__YRZ` >aVQRXVZR_( 7\^VX -+,,

The ISAGs also address cumulative agricultural resource impacts. The ISAGs state that any project that
would result in the direct or indirect loss of agricultural soils is considered to also contribute to the
cumulative impact associated with such a loss. However, the cumulative loss of agricultural soils was
discussed in the Final EIR for the Comprehensive Amendment to the County General Plan in 1988. The
conclusions of that EIR stated that there will be significant loss of agricultural soils and although the
General Plan contains policies and programs that serve to partially mitigate the cumulative impact, the
impact cannot be reduced to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, in accordance with Section 15183 of
the CEQA Guidelines, additional cumulative environmental analysis is not required for any project that is
consistent with the General Plan. Furthermore, any project that entails a General Plan Amendment and
would result in the loss of agricultural soils less than that indicated in the significance thresholds is
considered as having a minimal contribution to a significant cumulative impact and would not require an
EIR. Conversely, any project that entails a General Plan amendment that would result in the loss of
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agricultural soils equal to or greater than the threshold is considered a substantial contributor to a
significant cumulative impact and thus would require preparation of an EIR.
To reduce incompatibility between classified farmland and adjacent land uses, the ISAGs set forth a
threshold of significance for the evaluation of all projects involving non-agricultural uses or nonagricultural operations. This threshold is based on the distance from new non-agricultural uses or
structures to common lot boundary lines of parcels that are deemed classified farmland. Projects that are
closer than the set thresholds shown in Table 9-23 will then be considered to potentially have a significant
environmental effect on the farmland property and agricultural resources. For a non-agricultural project to
be deemed as not having a potentially significant environmental impact, the project proponent must
obtain a waiver or deviation. For a project or use to receive a waiver or deviation, it must satisfy the
criteria requirements set forth in the ISAGs. The project impacts can be determined to be less than
significant if the project is consistent with the General Plan and does not increase project specific effects.
TABLE 9-23
EVALUATION FOR ALL NON-AGRICULTURAL OR NON-AGRICULTURAL
OPERATIONS PROJECTS
Ventura County, California

Land Use or Project
KT_SZ`_ JPRP_L_TaP GN]PPYTYR
KT_S JPRP_L_TaP GN]PPYTYR
CPb @*./ GNSZZW

Distance from Non-Agricultural Structure or
Use Common Boundary Line Adjacent to
Classified Farm
0-- QPP_
.2- QPP_
.)0/- QPP_

I[a^PR4 LRZ`a^N 9[aZ`e @ZV`VNX I`aQe 7__R__YRZ` >aVQRXVZR_( 7\^VX -+,,

R\ekliX ?flekpwj uCl`[\c`e\j ]fi Ki[\icp @\m\cfgd\ekv n\i\ fi`^`eXccp X[fgk\[ Yp k_\ >fXi[ f]
Supervisors, all city councils within Ventura County, and the Local Agency Formation Commission
(LAFCo) in 1969. They are a unique collaborative commitment to encourage urban development to occur
within cities whenever and wherever practical, enhance the regional responsibility of county government,
and facilitate orderly planning and development in Ventura County. The Guidelines were revised and
adopted in December 1996, culminating an effort to improve the clarity of relationships between local
agencies with respect to urban development projects. The intent of the Guidelines is threefold: (1) clarify
the relationship between the cities and the county with respect to urban planning; (2) facilitate a better
understanding regarding development standards and fees; and (3) identify the appropriate governmental
agency responsible for making determinations on land use requests.
The policies in the Guidelines for Orderly Development outline different approaches for land located
within the different policy boundaries established in the county. Within city spheres of influence, the
Guidelines call for applicants for land use permits or entitlements for urban uses to apply to the city rather
than the county and to annex to the city prior to development occurring. In cases where the county
approves development within spheres of influence, the standards for such development should be equal to
or more restrictive than land uses allowed by the city.
Within established areas of interest associated with cities, but outside their spheres of influence, the
Guidelines call for cities and the county to collaborate in considering applications for discretionary land
;CPFMCB 9O@GFA ;CPFCQ 3L?DN
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use permits or entitlements. While the county is primarily responsible for local land use planning in these
areas, decisions should account for the general land use goals and objectives of the city. Within
established areas of interest that are not associated with cities, the county is solely responsible for land use
planning and for providing municipal services. Urban development in these areas should be allowed only
in Unincorporated Urban Centers or Existing Communities as designated in the countywj General Plan. In
Unincorporated Urban Centers, urban development should only be allowed when an Area Plan has been
adopted by the County.
The Cflekpwj \o`jk`e^ C\e\ial Plan integrates the Guidelines for Orderly Development through Land Use
Goal 3.1.1-5, and Policies 3.1.2-1 (Land Use Maps) and 3.1.2-11 (Discretionary Permit Consistency with
the Guidelines).

Save Open Space & Agricultural Resources (SOAR) refers to a series of voter initiatives that individual
jurisdictions adopted to protect open space and agricultural land. Ventura County adopted the countywide
SOAR ordinance in 1998. As described further below, voters renewed the ordinance through 2050. The
County SOAR ordinance requires countywide voter approval of any change to the General Plan involving
the Agricultural, Open Space, or Rural land use designations, or any changes to a General Plan goal or
policy related to those land use designations.
In addition to the County SOAR ordinance, eight of the 10 cities in the county enacted SOAR
ordinances/initiatives: Ventura (1995 and 2001), Camarillo (1998), Oxnard (1998), Simi Valley (1998),
Thousand Oaks (1998), Moorpark (1999), Santa Paula (2000), and Fillmore (2002). The cities of
Camarillo, Fillmore, Moorpark, Oxnard, Santa Paula, Simi Valley, and Thousand Oaks adopted SOAR
ordinances to establish voter-controlled urban growth boundaries, known as City Urban Restriction
Boundaries (CURBs). CURBs are lines around each city that require voter approval to allow city
annexation and development of land outside of the CURB boundary. The county SOAR ordinance
requires voter approval to amend the Open Space, Agriculture and Rural general plan land designations
and the goals and policies as they specifically apply to those land use designations unless such
amendment is approved by a vote of the people.
The City of Ventura has two measures to protect open space and agricultural land: the original SOAR
ordinance and the Hillside Voter Participation Act (HVPA). The City of Ventura SOAR ordinance
requires voter approval of any change to the General Plan involving the Agriculture land use designation.
The HVPA requires voter approval of any urban development within the HVPA boundary line.
Each of the SOAR ordinances/initiatives contains a limited number of exceptions to the general
requirement for voter approval. Most of the original SOAR ordinances/initiatives were structured to stay
in effect until December 31, 2020; the exceptions were the cities of Ventura and Thousand Oaks, which
were scheduled to stay in effect until December 31, 2030. In November 2016, the voters of Ventura
?flekp Xe[ 6 f] k_\ Zflekpwj /. Z`k`\j i\e\n\[ k_\ SOAR ordinances and extended their controls through
2050. Ojai and Port Hueneme were not part of this voter initiative, (sometimes referred to as Measure C.)
Ojai will continue to rely on locally adopted planning measures, while Port Hueneme is landlocked, with
no room to expand beyond its current boundaries. Measure C included amendments to the goals, policies,
and programs located within Sections 1.6 Farmland Resources and 3.2 Land Use Designations of the
Ventura County General Plan t Goals, Policies & Programs.
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Greenbelt agreements are voluntary agreements between the Board of Supervisors and one or more city
councils regarding development of agricultural and/or open space areas beyond city limits. They protect
open space and agricultural lands and reassure property owners located within these areas that lands will
not be prematurely converted to agriculturally incompatible uses. Cities commit not to annex any property
within a greenbelt while the Board agrees to restrict development to uses consistent with existing zoning.
Ventura County has a total of seven greenbelt agreements that together total approximately 164,000 acres.
The seven greenbelts are listed below:

&
&
&
&
&
&
&

Ventura-Santa Paula Greenbelt
Santa Paula-Fillmore Greenbelt
Camarillo-Oxnard Greenbelt
Santa Rosa Valley Greenbelt
Tierra Rejada Greenbelt
Ventura-Oxnard Greenbelt
Fillmore-Piru Greenbelt

For an expanded discussion on each of the seven greenbelts within Ventura County, reference Chapter 3:
Land Use, Section 3.3 Annexation and Development Trends

This policy provides guidelines to prevent and/or mitigate conflicts that may arise at the
agricultural/urban interface. This policy is intended to protect the economic viability and long-term
sustainability of the Ventura County agricultural industry. It applies where urban structures or ongoing
non-farming activities are permitted adjacent to land: 1) in crop or orchard production; or 2) classified by
the California Department of Conservation Important Farmland Inventory as Prime, Statewide
Importance, Unique or Local Importance farmland. These guidelines apply to projects requiring
discretionary approval by the County or a city where the proposed non-farming activity is abutting or on
cXe[ qfe\[ u=^i`Zlckli\ AoZclj`m\v* uKg\e OgXZ\v fi uNliXc =^i`Zlckli\v* Xe[ k_\ ]Xid`e^ XZk`m`kp `j
located outside a Sphere of Influence. Where applicable, urban developments or non-agricultural uses are
conditioned to provide and maintain a 300-foot setback and chain-link fence on the non-agricultural
property between the urban use and the agriculture, or a 150-foot buffer/setback if a vegetative screen as
is used.

The Ventura County Right-to-Farm Ordinance was adopted by the Board of Supervisors in the late 1970s.
It is administered by both the Planning Division through the Zoning Ordinance and by the Agricultural
?fdd`jj`fe\iwj K]]`Z\, P_\ N`^_k-to-Farm Ordinance is intended to support and provide a safeguard for
existing agricultural and farming operations that could be threatened by encroaching residential
development. This is achieved through mandatory disclosure notifications provided to property owners
who will be developing residential uses adjacent or near existing agricultural operations. The disclosure
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informs people seeking to develop or purchase homes of the Right-to-Farm ordinance and the potential
impacts that may be generated by nearby farming operations. The Ordinance also protects farms from
nuisance complaints associated with proper farming practices.

State law (Government Code 65300, et. seq.) mandates that each county and city in California adopt and
update a general plan with at least seven elements, including land use, circulation, housing, conservation,
open space, noise and safety. Specific topics such as open space and agriculture are found throughout the
General Plan, specifically in the land use, conservation, and open space elements. Local governments also
can add other material such as economic development, and air quality elements, and some counties have
adopted separate agricultural elements. The 1988 Ventura County General Plan addresses agriculture in
the chapter on Land Use and provides the Goals is Section 3.2.1-4 and Policies pertaining to agriculture in
Section 3.2.1-4.

The Ventura County Non-Coastal Zoning Ordinance regulates land uses, establishes height, bulk, and
space standards, and includes development standards for a variety of other uses such as signs, parking,
and landscaping. The Non-Coastal Zoning Ordinance also seeks to provide the preservation of natural
resources, prevent urban sprawl, and protect prime agricultural land. The Non-Coastal Zoning Ordinance
regulates agricultural land through two zoning designations: Open Space (OS), Agricultural Exclusive
(AE).

The Local Coastal Program, mandated by the California Coastal Act of 1976, is the Land Use Plan for the
unincorporated portions of the coastal areas of Ventura County. It addresses the County's significant
coastal issues with a combination of land use designations, resource protection, and development policies.
The coastal zone was divided into three sub-areas: The North Coast, the Central Coast and the South
Coast, each with its respective issues, objectives, and policies. These policies evaluate issues pertaining to
environmentally sensitive habitats, archaeological and paleontological resources, agriculture, commercial
fishing, recreation and access, hazards, beach erosion, energy and industrial facilities, public works,
housing and the location and planning of new development. In specific, all three sub areas provide
objectives and policies directly related to agriculture. One of the Plan objectives is to preserve agricultural
lands through mitigation measures from new development, reduce land divisions which could affect
productivity, minimize soil erosion, and designate minimum parcel size standards.

The purpose of the Coastal Zoning Ordinance is to protect and promote the public health, safety, and
general welfare; and to provide the environmental, economic, and social advantages that result from an
orderly, planned use of resources; and to protect public and private property, wildlife, marine fisheries,
and other ocean resources, and the natural environment, by protecting the ecological balance of the
coastal zone and preventing its destruction and deterioration. The Coastal Zoning Ordinance also seeks to
provide the preservation of open space and agricultural lands as a limited and irreplaceable resource,
through the regulation of four zoning designations (Section 8173, Coastal Open Space (COS), Costal
Agriculture (CA), Coastal Rural (CR), Coastal Rural Exclusive (CRE)).
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The Farmland Protection and Policy Act (FPPA), 7 U.S.C. 4201, was enacted in 1981 to minimize the
loss of prime farmland and unique farmlands because of Federal actions by converting these lands to
nonagricultural uses. It assures that federal programs are compatible with state and local governments,
and private programs and policies to protect farmland. Federal agencies that authorize actions that result
in the conversion of prime or unique farmland not already committed to urban development or water
storage are responsible for compliance with the FPPA. Compliance is to be coordinated with the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS).

The OSSA provides for the partial replacement of local property tax revenue foregone as a result of
participation in the Land Conservation (Williamson) Act and other enforceable open space restriction
programs (Government Code §16140 et seq.). Participating local governments receive annual payments
on the basis of the number of eligible acres, quality (soil type and agricultural productivity), and, for
Farmland Security Zone contracts, location (proximity to a city) of land enrolled under eligible
enforceable open space restrictions.

The FRPP provides matching funds to help purchase development rights to keep productive farm and
ranchland in agricultural uses. Working through existing programs, USDA partnered with State, tribal, or
local governments and non-governmental organizations to acquire conservation easements or other
interests in land from landowners. USDA provides up to 50 percent of the fair market easement value of
the conservation easement.

The CKH Act established procedures for local agency changes of organization, including city
incorporation, annexation to a city or special district, and consolidation of cities or special districts
(Section 56000, et seq.) While LAFCO does not have any direct land use authority, the CKH Act assigns
LAFCOs a significant role in planning issues by requiring them to consider a wide range of land use and
growth factors when they consider proposed boundary changes. California Government Code Section
34../ jg\Z`]`ZXccp jkXk\j k_Xk uk_\ logical formation and determination of local agency boundaries is an
important factor in promoting orderly development and in balancing that development with sometimes
competing State interests of discouraging urban sprawl, preserving open space and prime agricultural
cXe[j* UXe[V \]]`Z`\ekcp \ok\e[`e^ ^fm\ied\ek j\im`Z\j,v
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The CFCP is a statewide grant funding program that supports local efforts to establish agricultural
conservation easements and planning projects for the purpose of preserving important agricultural land
resources. The CFCP provides grants to local governments and qualified non-profit organizations.

This statute requires the Department of Conservation to collect or acquire information on the amount of
land converted to or from agricultural use for every mapped county and to report this information to the
Legislature. This report is due biennially (every two years) on or before June 30 of every even-numbered
year. This statute requires the Department of Conservation to update and send counties copies of current
farmland maps by August 1 of each even-numbered year. Counties have the option to review the maps
and notify the Department of any changes in agricultural land and request correction of any discrepancies
or errors in the classification of agricultural lands on the maps. The statute also provides that the
Department of Conservation may acquire supplemental information from new soil surveys and establish
comparable baseline data for counties not included in the original 1984 mapping.

For a discussion on California Land Conservation Act (Williamson Act), reference Chapter 9:
Agriculture, Section 9.3 Agricultural Policies and Programs, Existing Conditions.

(See Existing Conditions discussion above)

Agricultural Preserve (AGP). In Ventura County, an Agricultural Preserve (AGP) is an area devoted to
plant and animal production for commercial purposes, and for other compatible uses. The boundaries of
the Preserve are designated by resolution of the Board of Supervisors.
Cancellation. The immediate termination of a Williamson Act Contract.
Farmland Security Zone Area (FSZA). The area that is created within an Agricultural Preserve by the
Board upon request by a landowner or group of landowners. Once the designation has been made, the
property owner may enter into a FSZA/LCA Contract.
Farmland Security Zone Contract (FSZA/LCA). A contract between a private landowner and the
County that restricts land to agricultural or open space uses. The minimum initial term is 20 years.
Greenbelt Agreement. A joint resolution between interested cities and the County to protect open space
and agricultural lands and reassure that land will not be converted to urban uses.
Land Conservation Act Contract (LCA Contract). Land Conservation Contract is the legal document
that contractually obligates the property owner (and his or her successors of interest) to the enforceable
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restrictions provided in the Act. Only land, which has been put into an Agricultural Preserve by resolution
of the Board of Supervisors, is eligible for a contract
Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo). A commission within each county that reviews and
evaluates all proposals for formation of special districts, incorporation of cities, annexation to special
districts or cities, consolidation of districts, and merger of districts with cities.
Nonrenewal. Withdrawal of land subject to Williamson Act contract.

Applied Development Economics, Inc. Food Processing in Ventura County. Prepared for Economic
Development Collaborative t Ventura County, December 18, 2015.
Applied Development Economics, Inc. Ventura County Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy.
Prepared for Economic Development Collaborative t Ventura County, November 26, 2014.
California Department of Food and Agriculture. California Agricultural Statistics Review, 2014-2015,
2014.
Department of Conservation. 2015 California Farmland Conversion Report. Adopted September 2015.
Department of Conservation. 2015 California Farmland Conversion Report: Appendices, Ventura County
Land Conversions. September 2015.
Ventura County Watershed Protection District. County of Ventura 2013 Water Supply and Demand.
Prepared for Ventura County, January 2015.
Ventura County Civic Alliance. 2015 State of the Region Report. Prepared for Ventura County, 2014.
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Watersheds Coalition of Ventura County. 2014 Integrated Regional Water Management Plan. Prepared
for Ventura County, 2014.
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This appendix provides additional detail and analysis of the Important Farmland Mapping acreage
conversions in Ventura County. The conversion rates account for all the important farmland categories
classified by the Y`\ee`Xc @\gXikd\ek f] ?fej\imXk`fewj i\gfikj ]ifd 0..2 kf 0./2, =cjf `eZcl[\[ `j X
summary table of conversion rates dating back to the first reports that tracked agricultural land in 1984.
The summary table provides data up to 2012.
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(1) Conversion from Urban and Built-up Land is primarily the result of a lack of sufficient infrastructure and the use of detailed digital imagery to delineate more distinct urban boundaries.

